UNOLS Elections

Nominating Committee: Nominating Committee members Bruce Appelgate, Elizabeth Sikes, and Kipp Shearman have assembled a slate of candidates for the 2018 UNOLS Council positions to be filled.

CHAIR-ELECT
Neal W. Driscoll – SIO
Dennis A. Hansell – U. Miami

OPERATOR REPRESENTATIVE
Elizabeth B. Kujawinski – WHOI
Anita L. Lopez – U. Hawaii

NON-OPERATOR REPRESENTATIVE
Amy R. Baco-Taylor - FSU
Rhian G. Waller, U. Maine

AT-LARGE REPRESENTATIVE
Mark A. Brzezinski – UCSB
Sean M. Higgins – LDEO

AT-LARGE REPRESENTATIVE
Seth L. Danielson - UAF
David C. Smith - URI

Application for UNOLS Membership:
Stockton University.